
Northolt High School
Scheme of Learning

Year group:
Year 11

Term:
Autumn 1

Unit duration:
6 weeks

Number of lessons:
12

Unit title:  English Language Paper 1 : Structural Choices

Assessment outcome:
AQA English Language Paper 1 , Question 3 and 5 responses

Fertile question? Does a writer’s structural choice influence my
experience more than their language choices?

Key skills/ concepts/ prior knowledge that students should have when
starting this unit:

Start
RAG

End
RAG

Resources to support revision of prior knowledge:
The Reader in the Writer - Structure Lessons (Year 10)

● Comment on a writer’s structural choice using key terminology
● Analyse the effect of individual structural choice on the reader
● Emulate writers’ structural methods to create your own engaging narrative

Key vocabulary/subject
terminology that students
should cover

● Shift
● Position
● Tension
● Climax
● Reveal
● Immediate
● Gradual
● Sandwiched
● Motif

Analytical Vocabulary
● amplifies, juxtaposes,

reinforces, develops,
increases, relieves

● repeatedly, gradually,
immediately, strikingly,
unexpectedly

Recall

● Focus
● Zoom
● Opening
● Introduce
● Repeat
● Cyclical
● Juxtapose
● Contrast

DRIP
● Dive In
● Repeated Ideas
● Imagery
● Perspective

Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover: By the end
of the scheme you should be able to:

Start
RAG

End
RAG

The Reader (Question 3)

Judiciously select references/quotations to support interpretations and ideas.

Employ the sentence structure ‘By using X the writer Y’

Employ the WHAT HOW WHY method to deepen analysis

Explore how multiple choices work together to create a desired effect

Use a range of analytical and evaluative verbs to discuss writers’ choices

Begin to evaluate the writer’s choice of structure.

The Writer (Question 5)
Create a variety of fictional texts that employ effective structural choices.

Employ strategies for planning fictional texts that include magpieing from the
source text.
Stretch. Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover
1. Apply the knowledge gained through this unit to interrogate Willy Russell’s
structural choices in Blood Brothers
2. Clearly evaluate a writer’s structural choices.
3. Articulate why I have made specific structural choices in my own writing

Suggested materials teachers: Paper 1 Source Booklet. Question
5 Image prompts.
Key home learning tasks students should complete
Weekly teacher-set preparation, review and consolidation
activities to stretch and embed in-class learning.
AQA Examination Practice: Paper 1 - questions 3 and 5

Seizing opportunity                            Instilling ambition                             Realising potential


